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DEVELOPMENT OF A WEIGHT/SIZING DESIGN SYNTHESIS





The Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program was developed by McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company - East under Contract NAS 9-12989 for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston,
Texas. The contract involved a study to derive basic weight estimation relation-
ships for those elements of the Space Shuttle vehicle which contribute a signifi-
cant portion of the inert weight. These relationships measure the pacing parame-
ters of load, geometry, material, and environment. The weight estimation relation-
ships are then combined into the Weight/Sizing Design Synthesis Computer Program.




This Volume contains a listing for each module and subroutine of the program.
Also included is a generalized flow chart describing the subroutine linkage of the
complete program, plus detailed flow charts of each subprogram.
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External Tank & Empirical Equations
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Structure Models
The Technical Monitor for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Mr. Norman A. Piercy, of the Engineering Technology Branch, provided valuable
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Solid Rocket Motor Booster Module ...............
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The primary objective of thls study was the development of a Welght/Sizlng
Design Synthesis Methodology to be used in support of the mainline Space Shuttle
Program. This methodology has a minimum number of data inputs and quick turn
around capabilities consistent with the objectives of enabling the NASA to
rapidly: (a) make weight comparisons between the current Shuttle configuration
and proposed changes, (b) determine the effects of various subsystem trade on
total system weight, and (c) determine the effects of weight on performance and
performance on weight. The Executive Sizing and Performance (ESPER) program is
the culmination of this development effort.
The complete listing of the input and output variables, as well as a complete
program description, are found in Volume I, Program Formulation, and again, along
with usage instructions, in Volume III, The User Manual. The program listings in
this volume are as they actually appear in ESPER. They are comprised of statements
belonging to one of two general classes:
i. executable statements that perform computations, input/output operations,
and program flow control.
2. nonexecutable statements that provide information to the compiler about
storage assignments, data types, and program form, as well as providing
information to the program and subroutines during execution about input/
output formats and data initialization.
These programs differ considerably from those in Volume I in that they are not
self-sustaining, but rather, they are totally dependent upon the iterative compu-
tational sequence in ESPER for their execution.
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The ESPER program is a multioption sizing/synthesis program geared to the Solid
Rocket Motor (SRM) Booster in parallel with an external hydrogen/oxygen tank Orbiter
for either the easterly (28-1/2 deg inclination) polar (90-deg inclination), or
resupply (55-deg inclination) missions. Although these are the primary missions of
current interest, the program will handle any mission falling within the inclination
constraints of 28.5 deg to 90 deg as shown in Figure 2-7, Page 2-17 of Volume I.
The program has two primary options:
(a) fixed hardware, and
(b) iterative vehicle sizing.
The fixed hardware option determines the payload capability of a given configuration.
This allows the user to determine the effect on performance of configuration and/or
criteria changes, either real or proposed.
The iterative vehicle sizing option physically sizes the vehicles for a given
payload. It determines the size of the SRM and its propellant load, and the size of
the external tank and its corresponding propellant load. The iterative procedure is
based on the sizing criteria of a fixed staging velocity or it will size the vehicle
to a minimum gross lift off weight (GLOW). The minimum GLOW option is provided as
it is generally associated with a minimum cost operation.
In turn, either of the sizing requirements can be run with a fixed thrust option
in which both the booster and orbiter thrust are set at given values, and the
propellant requirements are determined, or the orbiter thrust can be fixed and the
first stage thrust-to-weight ratio input. The fixed thrust-to-weight options
determines the booster engine size plus the propellant requirements.
Each of the vehicles has several modes of analysis available. The orbiter,
external tank, and booster weight can be determi,ed by the option of detail analysis,
while maintaining a user input dry weight, or no analysis but simply utilizing an
input weight to represent the vehicle. In addition, the external tank and the
booster are represented by simplified equations in which the parameters of interest
are curve-fit to determine the vehicle weight.
In addition to printing out the performance parameters, the option is available
to print out the detail subsystems weights of each vehicle, providing a line item
comparion with the current Shuttle vehicle. The other option would be a simplified
printout, containing only the vehicle dry or burn out weight as listed in the
performance parameter.
Two performance subroutines are tied into the ESPER programs to allow the user
to determine growth characteristics or vehicle sensitivities.
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ESPER is fundamentally based on the control logic found in the Analytical
Parametric Systems Evaluation (APSE) program delivered to NASA at ATP plus 6 weeks.
APSE is primarily a multivehicle program in which many types of vehicles and
configurations can be compared, i.e., fully reusable configuration, external
hydrogen tank orbiter, pressure feed booster, series burn, as well as the current
baseline solid rocket motor (SRM) booster with an external hydrogen/oxygen tank
orbiter.
Inherent with the multivehicle concept are extremely simplified weight rela-
tions. The weight equations in APSE consisted primarily of mass fractions, with
the booster being a function of thrust and propellant load, the orbiter a function
of thrust, and the external tank a function of required propellant. These mass
fractions were derived from study point designs, and required continual updating
to meet the ever changing criteria. With ESPER being based on the current base-
line vehicle, and the multivehlcle studies dropped, the major emphasis of thls
study was directed to the expansion of the weight relationships.
Figure 2-1 presents a simplified flow chart of the ESPER program. The pro-
gram consists of three vehicle modules, two functional modules, and three perfor-
mance subroutines. The vehicle modules contain the analytical and empirical
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FIGURE 2-1 ESPER FLOWCHART
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and the external tank respectively. These equations will measure the pacing
parameters of load, material, and geometry. The functional modules describe the
vehicle sizing and the trajectory analysis. The output is an analyzed vehicle
which, when coupled with the performance subroutines, will allow the user to derive
growth accommodations, sensitivities, and payload capabilities. These modules
and subroutines operate under the logic and direction of the Control/Assembly
program. This program, in essence the heart of ESPER, integrates the vehicle
modules and combines them in an iterative sequence for the orbiter, external tank,
and booster. This iterative sequence, however, is under the complete control of
the user and is altered according to the option specified by the user in the
'PERF' (Performance) data block. The use of separate modules, which contain their
own input/output common blocks, provide a systematic means of controlling the
logic flow in the programs. The ESPER Control/Assembly logic is shown in the










FIGURE 2-2 ESPER FLOWDIAGRAM
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FIGURE 2-2 ESPER FLOWDIAGRAM(Continued)
To facilitate rapid turnaround and ease of updating for major configuration
changes, the modularized concept was utilized. The vehicle modules are comprised
of data files and subsystem models.
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These data files are as follows:
i. _RB & _AER@ - ORBITER MODULE DATA
2. EXT - EXTERNAL TANK MODULE DATA
3. SRM - SRM MODULE DATA
Collectively separating the data in this fashion serves two purposes, (1) it
greatly facilitates the locating and changing of input parameters, (2) if an
entire module is replaced it becomes an easy task to replace the existing data
block with the new one.
Linkage of data between the vehicle modules and their subsystem models is
accomplished through named common blocks ending in the letter 'D' (for example,
'STRD,' where 'STR' designates the model into which the data is to be transferred,
and 'D' designates a Data common). Parameters calculated in each model are in
turn linked back to their respective module through argument lists. These calcu-
lated module parameters are linked to the rest of the main program through named
common blocks ending in the letter '0' (for example, 'SRM_,' where 'SRM' designates
the module in which they were generated, and '0' designates an Output common).
The entire Formulation Concept of ESPER, that is, utilizing modularization,
utilizing subsystem models, collectively separating data and common block linkage,
elevates ESPER from just another sizing program to a dynamically powerful tool that
can evolve in complexity with the mainline Shuttle program, thus adverting the
pitfall of obsolescence.
This Formulation Concept makes the evoluation process by the user an easy
task, for subsystem modifications can be made without affecting the rest of the
module, and module replacement can be accomplished without affecting the rest of
the program. The user needs only to program the new module or subsystem, correct
the common linkage and proper functioning is insured.
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The Orbiter Module contains the analytical and empirical weight estimation
relationships necessary to completely define the vehicle. These relationships are
combined into separate models, each model fully describing a weight group from the
NASA functional coding. As an example, the Wing Group Model contains the analyti-
cal relationships describing the weight of the torque box plus empirical relation-
ships defining the remaining elements of the wing, such as leading edge, landing
gear provision, and elevon.
The Orbiter Module is set up to analyze a point design vehicle with minimum
data. The NASA weight report and design data, coupled with a three-view drawing of
the Orbiter, supplies all inputs necessary to analyze the configuration. Volume
III, the User Manual, lists all required input data, and delineates the interface
with the Group Weight Statement and the Design Data Summary. A point design analy-
sis will give a detail line-item comparison with a contractor's weight report.
This comparison will provide insight to variations of payload and performance char-
acteristics as well as indicate subsystems that require scrutiny, either updating
the model to a more realistic level or possible errors in the contractor data.
To run a point design analysis, it is first necessary to determine the perfor-
mance characteristics, if unknown, from the ESPER program by running a fixed hard-
ware case. In this case, the vehicle module weights, propellant, thrust, and
velocity laws are input, and the payload capability is measured for a given mission.
Next, an iterative case is run, using the data from the fixed hardware case. The
payload, propellants, laws, and vehicle module dry weights are input. The program
then analyzes the various subsystems and determines their weight. The growth/
uncertainty of each vehicle module is allowed to "float," i.e., vary either up or
down to maintain a constant dry weight, therefore physically sizing each system to
the point design loads.
The primary purpose of the Orbiter Module is to provide the capability of
analyzing an interated vehicle to determine performance trades and to lend direc-
tion to the overall design effort by answering such questions as:
i. What happens if you vary engine characteristics, such as Orbiter thrust,
or specific impulse?
2. Is the staging velocity optimized?
3. What is the minimum gross weight vehicle for the users constraints?
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4. What is the effect of changes to the primary construction material?
5. How do geometric changes, such as aspect ratio, payload bay length, or
width, effect the configuration?
The inputted parameters start the Orbiter Module iteration for which liftoff
weight, injected weight, etc., are calculated. These calculated weights, in turn,
modify the aerodynamic surfaces; the wing area changes to maintain a constant wing
loading and landing speed, and the tail changes to maintain control capability with
a constant tail volume coefficient. In turn, these modify the surface controls and
the thermal protection system. The auxiliary propulsion system is affected by
injected weight and the landing gear by the landing loads. The body is modified by
reaction from the above systems which, in turn, changes the interstage loads which
ripple changes back through the body. The entire module continues the iteration
until a completely balanced system exists.
Figure 3-1 is a flow diagram of the Orbiter Module, followed by the detail
listing of the Module.
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FIGURE 3-1 FLOW DIAGRAM (Continued)
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FIGURE 3-1 FLOW DIAGRAM (Continued)
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4. EXTERNAL TANK MODULE
This module contains the analytical and empirical weight estimation relation-
ships necessary to completely define the external tank. The basic sizing logic
consists of three basic general arrangement options and three separate iteration
techniques, i.e., solve for specific tank dimensions as a function of volume
requirements with either input of fixed length, fixed diameter, or fixed L/D.
Design features, such as separate and common bulkhead and an alternate forward
section design are also included. A LOX aft option, which simply uses the general-
ized baseline LOX forward method, setting mixture ratio to its inverse and switching
the hydrogen and oxygen densities, is also available.
The external tank module includes a design loads model which considers ullage
and head pressure, interstage reactions, and axial load factors.
A multistation analysis method is included, whereby a number of body station
cuts are examined to determine the effective unit load and corresponding material
thickness required for pure unstiffened Monocoque structure. Alternate material
allowables may be input to handle variations in design temperature and other candi-
date construction techniques. The resultant material thicknesses are integrated
over the total body area using the dimensional data from the sizing routine, to
determine the total sidewall weight. The bulkheads are sized to their representa-
tive loads, i.e., internal or external pressure, and meridional and hoop forces.
Splice rings and attachment structure are treated as discrete items, with major
attention given to the redistributions of point loads and manufacturing processes
such as welding.
The external tank thermal protection system is based on detailed MDAC point
design data with input unit weights for alternate design concepts.
Other external tank subsystems are expressed as either input constants for
such systems as avionics, or simplified sizing equations, where, for example,
plumbing weight is a function of engine flow rate and overall tank length/diameter.
Figure 4-1 is a flow diagram of the External Tank Module, followed by a detail
listing of the program.
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1. DRY TANK WEIGHT
2. RESIDUAL WEIGHT
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FIGURE 4-1 FLOWDIAGRAM
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L'_.=DY-lZjLT] T'Y .=: ( K; NC )
I " 1,330 srlx-:3
- 2.333 C
3 - 3,333 C
- _.033 C
5 - 5,330
5 - 3,030 C
7 - 7-;_0 C
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6_ " 6q.033 C






_ 7B - 7Q.330
7_ - 7_.nDO
@1 - _I.030
....... 8_ " _5,_00












I;(=,E9.2.3) G@ T5 I
IN_JT(1)
L-LI
Ir(ClXg_q.3T,O,O} 3@ T_ _00
IF(;I_mT_.3T*O.O) @@ T9 500







- r7.330 C-- _SET Lgx _;T(I_VERT MR K SWITCH DENSITIES}
" _.030 X_o_=gJP_ES
9_ - _,O00 rgE_-71.
q7 " _7,g00 _q T_ 13
lOg " 100o000 _DE_=71*
101 " ]31.OOO _,_I
I0_ - 13_.000 C INITIALIZE DIMENSIONS DFuFIXED DIA_ETERj
IOq ° 13_.303 C Lr-rlXEO LEN3T_jLN,FIXED LID;LI_DI_N_I ARE
lOW - 13_.300 C I_ITIAL 3JESSES
10_ " 135.330 13 _=a_I
lO& " 135.300 rUEL'_gP_T/(I*÷H_)
107 - 137.300 9xI)=;JEL*_R
IOR - 13q.000 IF(Lc. E3.3*O) G_ t_ 5
109 - 13_.333 TV3.=_JEL/CDEN÷3XID/_DEN









113,000 IF(Lr,GT,o,O) L=L c
111.000 10 IF(L3,BT,3,) DmL/LD
115,330 3=3=2.*<
11_.000 C= .... CaLSJL_TE )E=EN3ENT DIMENSI_NSJTHETA IS FWD
117.330 C C_NE AN_LE I_POTTED--_-DEG_EES
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C C=L_JL_TE 3E=F_3ENT vgLU4E_
V_LEII2_I_IHC_*(_II2+_*5_÷_lt2}
17 V_Lrl.261RiH:*(3*,2+D'_D+ND**2)
= - l_f3k<aT.3T.l.O) V_LCIVOLA
VnL31VgLl
C S_LSJL_TE _PELL_NT INVENTORY
C..... cL_ZL INVEnTOrY
I_ - 153.930
1_ _ - 1_.733 36
177 - 173._33 C 4A_I4\_ _OEL IN T_NK
171 ° 171.gOO__VClT14Axru_-r_E_
177 - 17_.730 S _L)EL VSLUYE
17_ l 17_.030 C ADD rJEL JLLAGE VgLU4E
17_ - 175.300 Trv_.,rJVnL_JPERr
17_ - 175.000 C AO_ VSL DISPLACED BY L_X LINE IF
177 - 177,_00 TrVITITrVFL+DISPV =
17_ = 17_,000 C 9XY3EN I_vENTgRY
17_ " 17_,303 9_T_Tl?,7312*9_L_WY
I_3 " 1_3,333 I_(_X.NE,I,0) 5STA_T=,3M2_SrLBWY
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. 1R_ - 1_6o333









_. 1_? " 1_?,330
I_5 - 1_5,300
1 °7 " 1_7._00
I_ - 13_._3 0
1 _ - 1_._30
_31 _31._3g
-----2.2L__--._3S,339___
pn_ - P39.OOO C
__ _13 - _B13.333
Pll _11.030 C




















_? 9xysE_ ULL_SE VBLJ_E
TgV_L=gXVgL,J_ER5
fUEL T*_ _EI_T AS rJ_CTI_N 5_ TT_L rOEL T_N< V%L
REQJI=E_ LESS _REVIOJSLY CALC DEPEMDENT VOLUHES
IF(_H-LT,HR) HHsHR
IF(_L<_).GT°2.) VgLG=3.
C 5xv T_( CYL _EISmT AS FJNCTISN eF TOT 5XY TANK VeL
C _JI;E9 LESS mREV CALC 3E = VBLSJIr COME IS _[3




C C_LCJ6_TE _VEnALL TAN< LE_3T_
Ir(_L<_._J,1,9) LI=Lt+HR+LCSN
C ITEraTE T9 RE,dinED DI_E_SIBHAL CONSTRAINTS
.... I_(_(LI-L).LT._,) 33 T5 _0
Ir(Or._T,_ ") L'LI












C C*LCJL_TE LIrT-_FC OXYBE4 HEAD HEI3HI_IS HEAD ABOVE
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>_ - _.n33 C 9o aELN_ H_NE/CYL C_NT_UQ aQEA<
B_7 - B47.003 C IF YES ITERATE ¢_ff HEAD WEI$NT IN CBNICAL
747 - 24_.793 9XV_Ll=gXVgL*I72_,-V_L_'Hfl*.7B5_*D=*2
SE3TI_N
P_L_Z'__P_.31.333 .........V_I,,_IS*_O_I*[DLe2+9-e-D/-_IJem P)
_ " P=7.gO0 24 444-4_1
P5_ - 25).333 25 Ir(44.EC.._) G5 T9 51
?_1 ?_1.nOO 39 T9 5_
_3 "__L_26_.333 .C.... 9xY JL? ULLA3E PRESSC:E
P65 - PSi.nO0 C fUEL JLT JLL_E _qESSJqE
o_7 - o&7.qgO H _XY =;T _E LILT LIFT-gF# _EAD =RESSUPE
PAn ° R59$300 C .... rlEL =rT DgME 3LT_LIFI_OFF__F-!ID.__RE.S$URF
PTn - _7_,_gO _OMllIH;q+HRl,rDEN.NXL*rS/172F,
P71 _71,'_ C _',_ BT_SE rOLL _SAD
P7_ " P7_,n33 _JEL2m_gP92/(1,+4_)
P7R - _7_,_03 C 2'Jg BT_SE 9XY_E_ LBAD
PT_ - 77_,3g_ 9XIC?-rjELP*_
P75 - 0Z5,993._ X;LL2-_JEL2+NAXFIS__EJ-:i=F_SBLRL-ECMILI
P7_ - 77_.733 x_XDP,gXIDB+_X_IT=_XID-_STA_T-BC_ILL
_77 - 977.093 C 2ND STASE FUEL VSLUHE
P7 _ - _7a.?O0 VY_,_ULP/F_EN
p7_ - 77_,300 C 2_r_ BT&_E 9XYGEN VSLJ_E
P_? - _3.n33 VX_,xg_P/_3EN
=St - 251j233C___ 2_0 Srm3E _UEL_EA3 H__IGM___
P_ - ?R>,CO0 IF(44.E_.4_) G9 T9 53
9"_ - £_,330 4F_?,tV_LA-17_8,*VXF2)/(IF_A,*DISPVF/(NN-HR)-,TBS#*Oee_|
pR/ - ?qT,_gO C_ _ CALSJL_TE. BND .S.TA_E_gXYGE_EA_#EIGHhIS _EAD
pwR - ?_.nOg C _flvE 9_ _EL_W CSMEICYL :O_TgUR BREAK
_3 - _n.333 Ir(49?,CT._) G9 TB 26
P°1 _1.333 3n T9 2o
PmP - ?_.333 C IP YES ITERATE _R _E&_ 4EIGNT IN CONICAL SECTISN
p_ " o_._33 9XVNL?'VX'_2*lT_B,-VOL_'HS*,785_'D**2
_91'_ - _)5.233 27 _,_-_,,_9_X*TA_(THETA/57,295B)
P37 - _7.333 IF(_BS(SXvCL2-VgO),LT,IO0,} SB T8 25
P_ P]_.330 4_,(_XVgL2=W94X)/V52
qO_ " 933.333 2_ 4_,4_HX+_6
301 3D1,330 39 T9 50
30? - 332,300 29 _94_eHgP
303 " 333,000 E _XY kFT D_E ULT pND STASE HEAD PRESSURE
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305 o _5.q30 C
q07 - _37-9_ C
_11 311.333 C
fUEL ACT D_HE ULT 2ND STAGE _EAD P_ESSJRE
JLT _Y AFT _PME JLLA3E+NEAD P_ES EITHER LIFT-
_Fc 9; 243 STASE WHICH EVE_ IS 3_EATER
:_D_NmPJLL_+gHD41
I_(gND_.3T.5_D41) PSDSMmP_LLO÷SHD42









312,333_/.___9EF. 5; 2N3_ST_A. cr_..,tE_____TER
31_,730 IF(E_3_2,3T.rHDM1) PF_SMmPdLLF+rHDM_
qlS.ODD C I_ITIaLLY SET WT_S & T,S T5 ZE_B BEFSRE 8E_IMNI43
315.333 C _ULTI-STATISN A_ALYSI5
q17°330 W;_.O,
_3,_33 _LDSX,O.
_._9 C HlJLT]-S[AT_O_ A_ALYSI; (_UEL TANK REFE_ T5 aFT TANK
q_',._?O _C...... A'O _wy TANK _EEE_RS__!W_D_IA_; THE REVERSE__I_JJI£__JkLIJ____
q_5,_O C T{_j= =9_ THE LNX AFT 9mTIB4 BECAUSE BF LINE 18,5
_._33 C _T _ESI_IN3 Or P_93RAW; THE FwD A_D ACT TANKS ARE
q27.933 C T_:_E INALIZED I_ENTICALLY IN THE EVENT THAT THE FWD
_2 _ " q_,O3D
_31 q3_,_33 C
tu< lq L&R3E AN3 THE _rT TWK IS SWILL _D VICE VERSA)
_Et ST_TI9_ LffCATIgNS rS_ CUEL TANK CYL WALL A_ALYSIS
4_Y(I)=.125-(I-1)*_
C_L_J_TE _UEL TN< CYL WALL _EAD _ES _ HFX(T)
_=_VE CYL _ASE BY CO4==RIN3 aITH LIFT-OFF AN3





q_4'_O0 Ir(=NS1.LT,F_C2) 35 T9 59
_W_.333 3 n T_ _3
_l.330 59 ¢_C_,FNCP
3_._39 ..... $0_ I_(¢4C_.LE-O,}_[H_X=D • I
_.999 C An_ rJEL JLLAGE mRESS T_ PESJLTINr, HEAD PRESSURE
_w5 - _W5.390 C
_7 - _w7,ggD C
CACT(1)-_Sx+PULL_
5_T STATIqM L_CATIPNS r9_ _XV TANK CYL WALL ANALYSIS
_x(I)=.125"(I'I)*_9
CAL_JLATE 9XY TNK CYL WALL HEAD PRES _ HBX(I)
2'__ STASE _EAD HEIGHT3 AS CALCULATED PREVISUSLY
I_(9_I.LT,OHC_) _9 T9 63
3q T9 6_
_7 - _57.393 C _ 9_Y ULLA3_ mRESS T9 RESULTING HEAD _ESSJRE
_ " _5_,393 C S_L:JL_TE fUEL TA_K SENDIN_ 45HENTS
qaI - q51,§39-C--- CALCJL&TE 5x-YqE_-TANK BEqDI43 MBN(_TS
_q - %q,900 C CALSJ_ATE fUEL TNK THICKNESS REOUIREO DUE T8 ULT meES
q6_ - _.333 TrT(1)o_CT(1)e3_,5/rTU
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_71 " _71,330 C




CALCJLATE 9XY T_K THI:<NES_ _E3_IRED OUE T_ JLT =RES
Tq{I),9HCT(1)*31,_/FTJ
C_EC< FLIEL T_K TwICK_E;S E qET = 9_ _EATE_ THA_ T_IN
I;(TCT(I).LT.TMIM) T_T(1)mTMIN
C_ES_ 9XY TN< T_ICKNESS & SET • B_ GREATER T_A_ THIN
I;(T_(1).LT,THI_) Tg(1)mT_I_
C_LSJLATE JLT LIft- 9or & 2N3 STAGE AXIAL LOAD JSE





C_S< _3IN _C SAFETY _P C_LUMN _UCKLING F_R _,M,l_
_ _×IAL _OAD WIT_ I_TERNAL P_ESSJRE STABILIZ_TIO_
_I - _R_.330 TX,TrT(I)
_w_ - _R_,_O 39 T9 70
q_w - _Rw.330 L_.gL_Q
qn_ - _,_O_ TPRESm_J_QES
q_q - _3_,q33 C Ct_evE lit 9F qqJH_'S 3eAmHS
q"'+ _W,_33 73 IF{LXR,ST,I,3) 35 TO 73
q_ " q_R._33 A,I,3W_PT+,_oq6_tLXR






_I _ " _I_'_33
_IR _lR,_30








73 I;(LX_.3T.W.3) 3_ TO 7W
Am_.935P6-o6715661LXq
IF(LX_,LT.P.O) 3_ T_ 7_
75 r,R._w_q-,21P13W_LXR
3_ T9 7_
7W IF(Lx;._T_6, D) 3B TB 7_
_m_,615R5
3 _ T9 7_
76 IrrLx;,ST.16,_) _9 T5 77
A.5.W7?_-.1WI_O_*LXR






_.?w. 300 r,q Zinc .QXTi*3
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',_ - w'_._O3 C C_E_T R_R I_iTERNAL oRESSDRE STARILIZATIB4
_'_1 - _q3.t33 rPT,T_ES,.SID/(_.#TX)
_ql _qlo_3_ =A,(=C_+DLrCR+r_T)i2,BFW51tO.TX
_35 - :}5,333 C CALSJ_ATE HARGI4 _F SAFETY _WD INCREASE T IF
_e _qe._03 TYmTX+,_O_
I_A)EQUATE
_ _+_.030 C 5LJ_ _JEL TkN< T_S FBR _VE_GE CkLC'JLATI_N
_ _._33 3n T9 6g
_5_ - a_._g3 C _U'_ 9xY TA_< T_S =gR _VERADE C_LCULATI_
_HI _51,_OD TA_=TA_+TD(1)
',SP " _SPL]QO__ ....... :ALS _,)EL _T__<_CYL wA_jJ. _._TAD3 ,Q05 T__] rSq _ATL T_LERA_CE__ .
wS_ - _31,_03 _rfl),{TFT(1)+.ODS}.3,1Wl_g*3.,125*HF.RH9
_5_ - aRS.3OO C CALS ;L_EL TN< CIRCJMCEQE_TI&L WELD @ 3.5 WI)E
_b_ - _5_,_30 _LD:(1),(TrT(1)+,335)*3,1_I59,D.3,5*RH_
_7 - W_l.?DO _L?_W,,;LDFX+AL3=(1)
_5+ +5m._30 C+...... "A " _ ............................ L+ 9xY _K CY6 AALL wT ADD ,005 TO T F_R MATL TBLF.._RA4CE
_61 _£1._33 C SAL: 9xY TNK CIRCJHFERENTI&L *ELDS @ 3,5 WIDE
_6 _ - _.333 _LD_(1)-(T_(I}+*DDS)_3,I_I59.D*3,5,RH9
_4 - _w,333 R+ S_,_tI_JE
+_& - ++_,033 IP(4+.mT.a4} _9 T3 85
_A7 - '+67._33 WLD_T-*L_9(1)+_LDD(9)
&Tq - _73._30 _5 4LD_T-_LDeX
----%71 _71;_33 -+ WL_:T-_LDF(1)+WLD=(9)
_7_ - W7_.?OO C R]_3 'II_IH_M GAJSE
_7_ - ,,7wo_O0 C AVE_AC;E FUEL TkNK T
_7_ " _75,_9 AVET_TAE/_+
wT& - _7&.n_ C ....... _vE_F;E _xy_EN TAW< T
W77 " _77°_D0 AV_T_TA9/_.
_7q " _7_._30 C CAL: _. 9r L_ITUDIMAL _EL)S _kSED B_ 15_ WI)E SHEETS
WR_ - W_3,_99 _,t q7 I'I_103
kqt w_l.030 g>.156.il
W_5 - _R_._OD C C_L:J_ATE INTEO-Tk_K 5ECTI_ WEIGHT
_m_ - _41,933 TI_T-Tg(1)
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C_LCJL_TE CUEL TN< L_N3ITU) I_AL WELD WEIGHT
LVL3C,Hc=SEG*3.5*(AVrT÷,OOS)*_H9
Irt_L<_3.E3,1.O) L_L3E=_H_SE 3*3"S*(AVFT÷'OOS)_H_
CAL:JL_TE 9XY T_< LO_SITJDINaL _EL3 WEI3HT
AFT rJEL_L_HD THICKneSS
_FT rJEL _LKAD RIN3 A_E A SIZEa r_; ELASTIC STABILITY
AA_I(_AFDI(e_I_)iI3/(]'tE) )!lt5
_3_.nOO C &rt _xv _LKH3 qlN3 ARE_ SIZE3 Fg_ ELASTIC STABILITY
...... Itl
59_ - _)_.ngO C r_O rJEL BLKHD THICKNESS
_I_ - _13.303 Tr_'_ULL c'RI(2"_TU}
_11 " _11.033 Ir(T_r_.LT'T_IM) TFC_'T_I_;
_I _ - _IP.3OO C F,D ;JEL BLKqn RInG A_EA SIIED rgR ELASTIC STAqlwlTY
_i _ - q1_._D _r_,(=JLLC,R/?.),SI_(_O_/57"_95B_
)iw - _ILLDO9 _r;;,(_rFQ,(._*3I,*31(_.*E))**.5
:IG - qI_.093 C _BI_qT 9F ArT 9XY BL<43 RIMS A_D WEL_
_I _ . _IR._g9 _Ag;,_.l_ISg*n*R_9*A_3 _
_I _ "___..._13'733 ......... _A_'_49"_'5_( TAg_÷'OQ-5)_3._W_59*('_3_* _-'_R'_-_+D}
_p_ - _3.990 C WClSAT _F AFT rJEu BLK_D _IN3 _NO 4ELD









_1: r ,_• ; -.Iq =.? • 5 ',, ( Tr r :_÷. 035 ) * 3,1 _, 159* ( • 333 _l_*SE G÷D )
IFf:_LzH3,E3.1-O) 39 T9 -OO
3n T9 ql
C'=_9_ SL<-ID T-B_R _ASED U_I _EVERSE FUEL ULLAGE
_rAE_SJ;_E AND ISg-3RI_ UATL.
----TCcq, ( • 3C_961_÷( • 9333236 *r_=qEs) )*R
,v-'IS AT '_F CS"AM_N ;UEL __L<H3 _N3 WELD
WCF_mTCrP*2, *3, 1WI 5g*R*HR*RH_
_CI;',_,_W'_,3,5*TCCBw3,1_'159" ( • 333_,_*SECi÷D)




_=5 " _45.000 C F=:_ _SNE AND FAI_IWG ANALYSIS
5_7 - 447.030 C 3_q :_E _ALL THI3KNESS
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_o n - &qg.ggo ZF(A_.GTQHH) nA=FmO*q;/3_3,
c_1_ - _10.O_ C ST_JCT'J_&L WEIGHT SUgTgTAL$
_lq - AI_*?OD CYLCCTwWgX÷WLD_T+LWLD_
_1_ " _t5,739 r_'.'_tK'F_LF+C_NSCT÷CYLSCT÷_TBLF




A2] _tT ),g.D.INZ-gZFINE 6/g
























S _ T_ _
_,_3D-C- -- AFT CYLINDER TPS :BR C_HMON _L_HD CASE
_w TPSSY-3,1_159*O*HW*CYTPS/1WW,
TPqI_'O.
_5 Ir(_L<40.GT,2,} _9 T_ 96












99 IF(_L<_D.GT.2.) _ T_. 103
39 T_ 131





TPq AEISWT SJ_TgTALS _ITH 10_ N_N=_PTIMuM
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71 -I - 7IS.POD Tv:I',ITm_,6+_5÷aP+,'II+aSL+PS_+WSr+WFDU]+WD_IA{_+WA')U_
71_ - 715.D00 _+w?,L+WSL_+wSLr+W_LL
71 _ - 717.DOg C T_T_L 5TRJCTJ_E WEIGHT
71_ " 71¢,730 gqD$R==FWDTK+WI_T+AFT_¢+_OSrAR+TWINT+UHBPNL+TU_EL+BAFC
71 _ - 71_.?_3 C _RgOELLA_T SYSTEH;-BA;ED 9_ )ETAIL P_I_T DESIGN aITH
7_1 - 7_1.0D0 C _ATI_ _ND TANK DIMENSIgNS
7_ - 7_.030 Ir(_L_D,3T,I.0) 35 T9 103
72_ - 7_3.D00 C :gMM_N 3LKHD INTERNAL LDX LIWE
7_4 - 7_.33D 9_VE_1-56_. ..
725 " 7_5.000 qVE_f-iPT,
7)7 - 7)7.000 I_(49.GT.H4) G! T9 10_
7_ • - 7_.70D C L_W rS_WA_)
730 - 733.300 _xrEED,(lg.5+.Ol_2_,HF)_FL_WY*_.5
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7_1 " 7=1o330 _PR_Sw61e$_3=wHc/_9_o
7_ - 7qP*_?O arE_3=(_lo59÷,O3176.3)=OrLSWX=,o5
. .... -_ z--
7_J, - _*'d93 3_t T9 1_5
7q_ - 7_5._00 C L_X =_T
73_ - 73_._33 192 9>_E_,1_2.+1C9,-4_/159_,
7q7 " _q7*_O0 9xrEE_l(19,5÷*Ol_22.,5.0)*SFLO_×'*,5
7_: - ?_._30 C SF°=_ATE _LK_PS EXTER4_L L_ LINES
7_W - _W4,D33 aJC<T=3,
74_ I _,D33 ..... 9YvT_T=52_,
7_7 " 7W7._30 4rI_,F_*+1DO,*3/31_.
• _7 - 7_._33 Irr49.3T._4) _9 T3 lOW
75 _ ° 753.333 C LSw ==Q_Am)
7_ " 7_w._33 _EZ)=(qW.21+.O1333*3)*9_LgWX,_.5
_ - 7%5,_33 3 n T9 136
75 ¢ - 735._33 C LnW ArT
757 ° _7._03 13# 9w=_ES'12R.+lq_*,H4/1_73.
7_') - _53.q30 4rE_),(_.21÷,O1333*(q_+LCSN)).BFLSwY*.,5
76_ - 7G_,_3 C Cq_ _ qL<_D TNTER_AL LSX LINE J_C<ET U4DE_
7_ - _5W._3_ IF(TTSP,LT,T4I_) TTS==TMIN
7_ " 7_5._30 T"_r'(FMCT(1)*IO.*_X'*l.5/(E',_8157))'',_
76_. - 76_*300 Ir(TBMT,LT,TMIN) TRSTmT41N
7_7 " 7_7,_0D _,J_K.(.5.ITTPO+T_ST)+,O3_].3,I#I59,2°*RX*I,_


























C 4IS_ mRqP SYS CgH:gNEMTSISJH=,_3SYS
136 SUM=,P23,
m_ISYS-I_5,





C ESTIMATED TAM_ INEPT aT rS_ _ETR5 SY5 CALCULATION
xORY=(ggD3RP÷TgTPS+PR)SY+_VI_T+MISCT)*(I,÷GJP)
Xj_TmXDRY+RE_._IDT
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793 - 7_._33 C TA"< 5U_TgTAL DRY WEI3WT
- 7_ - 71_°333 SI_Y=_M_3R=+TOT=S÷m_ESY+AVI3NT+HTSCT+WRETR9
7gl_ - 7_t_O0 C 3q_,,T_/JN__T_TA__N_Y AS PERCENT _ OELTA TO A cIXE_
7q_ - 7_5.330 C _y _[RHT
7_v - 7_7,79D I;(_IXD_T.3T,O,) 3U=rIXD_T-SJBDRY
7oR - 73_.300 C T_< TgTAL _Y WEIGHT
..... 77_ - 7_._00 _qvaT=SC_D_Y÷GU
R_q - _3.gO0 C Ta_J< TgTkL INERT AEX3HT
_?o . _37,33D C
q_q " _I.030
_4 - _3=.033 C
_7 - _37.g30
.I _ - _13._30
=_1 " all._O0 C








ZYT_R_AL TAN< _ROSS WEIGHT
3mg_s_:,INE_T÷mRgPgT
















E_TER_AL TA_K 51M=LI=IE3 EgJATIBN CALCULATI_Ng
ORY_T=D_YWT*(1,11520=,OOODOO1_OE*_R_PgT)
DNYaTtDRYWT*(,g38317+,OOD3000567*=R_P_T)










_R - 4ta.300 INE_T-D_YwT+RESIDT
R3 _ - a?n,_90 3u')RS_=INEQT+P_gmgT
_n - _1.gO0 TLAH_-_OpgT/_q_SSH
w_l " _l.ggO 3A T9 70D
_w_ - _3.309-C .... _|x_) LA_DA EXTZRNA. TANK CALCULATIONS
w_ - _WW.30O C






_ " q&_.OO3 TLAMB-P_Op_T/G_OSSW
j_50 - mOD.D3D 733 C_TINUE
_51 - _Gt.O30 _ETJ_
_52 " _5_.30D EN_
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5. SOLID ROCKET MOTOR BOOSTER MODULE
This module contains the analytical and empirical weight estimation relation-
ships necessary to completely define the solid rocket motor (SRM) booster system.
The NASA weight report and design data, coupled with a three-view drawing of the
SRM, supplies all inputs necessary to analyze the configuration. Here again, it is
important to note that the velocity correlation coefficients described in Option 1
must be calculated or known before this option can be executed. The primary pur-
pose of this option is to provide the capability of optimizing the SRM by inputting
a diameter and iterating on propellant load and engine characteristics. The itera-
tion calculates SRM burnout weight and dry weight, which, in turn, modifies retro
and parachute system weights, which, in turn, is rippled through the other weights.
This entire module continues the iteration until a completely balanced system
exists. This option also has the capability of inputting constants, which allows
the user to input weight changes without modifying the program. The SRM option
contains four distinct modes of operation which are as follows:
i. iterative analysis
2. iterative analysis (fixed dry weight)
3. simplified equation
4. fixed booster.
Figure 5-1 is the flow diagram of the SRM Module, followed by a detail listing of
the program.
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C'mY nsu_ T_ L_(_NC)
. . . 1 " 1,333_'EIXED
P - _,n_O C




- 7 " 7,330_C__
" R.030 C
" _,_00 C
1_ " 13,390 C
11 " 11,33_ C
S_ SJ_R_JTINE
SU_gJTINr S_MgD_L
Tu_ _|MA_V =tJ_q E _r THIS mR93_A_ IS T_ m_Vf)E THE
:h_A3ILITY 0 r _TIMI;'I_HE_SR__B-Y_P_STIN:,__
}I_HETE_ AVD ITE_ATIN3 9N _PELLA_IT L_A_ AN) EN31NE
S_*:TERISTICS.TdE ITERATION CALCJLATES SRM BJRNSJT
_EI_T _N_ D_Y aElGmT,WHlCW, IN TURbM3DIFIES _ETR9







C T_')JC;_ T_E _TWER _EI3qTS.TNIS OPTION _LSQ H_S
C_._ C^_AgILITY _r IN"JTT|N3_C{L.NSULN_S_II-LLCH_ILLOW_




















" _5_30 .... h_,3VSgRR, INS,ST_SV_3YCfl.N,)V;_ST
" _.g33 5,_EL,T_TC,T_nS.T,THgTC_IS_9,1S_B,_R_PgT
" _7.033 6_D_9"_I,PRgP3_(2)_VgNC_DVB_VT_TCmWgSCD*_INaT_LANWT




" q_.930 C Se4 9JT=UT Cg_mgN _LgS<
- _,_30 C ...
- _,_30 C_M_9';ISO'4_I3_gaT_BDqY*T,_SL_mLA:4_ePNgI
" 35.333 I_SS_=,WC_SE,WJSINbHNgzzm_TTEbWINST_WIG_*_SR_: ..........
" _.n3_ _SR'4ISS,_,rS_n_,ASLSmmAAS_PAN_m_TN_PWAV_WNCT=S_S_IC
- 37_.330____ 3_!'.'REC_V,P_PAR_R_mbPLR-_J_LR?_P-_*SR_R C
" _*_03 _LIN_E_T_EX=INq_SLUN_SR_L_SRMD
- 3_.930 5_3_gSSsP:_OAT,_m_PB,PDRY_T_PBBSLJ
" W3,303 A;rIX_':_mSI_PB n
" _.003 C SuM (S_M) IN=UT _ATA _L_:K




%_ - _L.33CL.E--- ....







IF(rlxBg_°3T.O.3} GB TB 60
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l_.g_O C _ET_ _qC<ET v'EIGHT
75._33 C _ELL_NT _EI3WT





_.333 C &TT&_4 qE_/STeOcTJeE _EI3HT
_._30 _Aq._sP.O*TH_qLS/_BO_T
_5.733 C _E _IWING
46o_30 N_or,,36_7.3I_*3I&
47._30 _N r'#xrc
4_._00 C TU_INE_ 4EIGHT
131.n30 C _VIgNIC_ ,,EI3_T
13_.033 #_V,I=_.9
1_7._00 W_E_V'_°A_+NP_ +_O=+_qm+_W_+sRMqC __
lG_,OOO - - IF(EIx_HT.ST.p,O) UNCE_TmFIX3_T-P_SLU
I_I,000 _L_N=_L_T







17_ - 17_,ODO 39 T_ _0
17t - 17_.000 C
Im_ - 143.D03 C cfx_3 8_gSTER C_LCULATIBNS
IMI " I_Io000 C
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I po " I_,933 C
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The trajectory module contains the curve fits of an optimized trajectory,
established by MDAC during the Phase B Shuttle program. These curve fit equations
determine the total required velocity by defining the velocity losses. This is
accomplished in several distinct steps:
a. The ideal required velocity is determined as a function of first stage
velocity, first and second stage thrust to weight ratios and the ascent
drag parameter.
b. The velocity losses attributable to the launch site altitude and the
required mission inclination.
c. A delta velocity correction factor which allows the curve fit equations
to translate through the defined losses of an analyzed point design.
The equations are empirical relationships derived from parametric ascent
trajectory shaping studies, and are intended to be used for ideal staging veloci-
ties in the range of 8,000 to 12,000 ft/sec.
Ascent losses have been shown to be a strong function of thrust/weight at lift-
off (T/W1) , and thrust/weight immediately after staging, (T/W2). Other significant
correlation factors in the velocity loss equation are staging velocity (Vs), first
stage drag parameter (W/SCD), and launch site altitude (H). All of the above param-
eters are self-explanatory with the exception of SCD. The SCD value used is between
Mach numbers 1.2 and 1.5.
The velocity losses were curve fit for ease of interpolation when used for
sizing studies. The coefficients of the multivariate, polynominal fit were eval-
uated by a least-squares technique. Each coefficient of the initial polynominal
was tested for significance, and the least significant term was eliminated. This
procedure was repeated until a minimum term polynominal was determined which had
accuracy essentially equal to the original. The accuracy of the curve fit was
then improved by conditioning the independent variables with natural logarithmic
functions. However, if new data is curve fit, other functions may be more appro-
priate.
The curve fits are predicated on limiting values of the thrust to weight
ratios and the accent drag coefficient. These limits are:
a. First stage thrust to weight is less than 1.60 or greater than 1.18.
b. Second stage thrust to weight is less than 2.0 or greater than 0.70.
c. First stage drag parameter is less than 12,000 or greater than 1,000.
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If these limits are exceeded, the program selects the applicable limiting par-
ameter and outputs a warning that the results are outside the bounds of the curve
fit equation and the validity is questionable.
Figure 6-1 is a flow diagram of the Trajectory Module, followed by a detail
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CqmY r_v_J_ Tq LP(_sNC)
_ I - 1,700 _EIXED .......
- _,_33 C )ELTAV SUSRSUTINE
% " _,_0_ SH=R9,JTIN_ DELTAV
- _._30 C T_Iq D_G_AM rqNTAINS THE CURVE FITS _r AN 8=TI_IZED
7 - 7.n33 C T_AJE_TgQY,ESTA_LISHE_ By..._M?AC __U_ING_T_E =H,'_=___ _JUTTE£
m,q30 C--Pvq3_A_.T_ES_ CJRV[ FIT EQJATI_NS 3ETER_INE TH_ T3TAL
- _*730 E RF'_JI_T_ VELgFITY 9Y ]EFI_IN3 TWE VELOCITY L_SSES*
1_ - 1_.D_3 C f_l_ IS _C_MmLIS_E_ IN SEVERAL DISTINCT STE_S!
II 11.93D C I.T-_E I:)E_L vZD,IIRE) VELOCITY IS DETERHIME) _S A
_o - ]_.q_D C rjNCTID_ _c firST STAGE VELOCITY, FIRST A_D SECgND
lq - 1_*_93_ ...... STAGE T_R:lqT T9 a_IG_T R_TJOS _NO TH____S_ExlT ]RAG
I _ - I_.D3D _ _.TsE VELO3fTY =_SS_q ATTRI_UTARLE T5 THE LAJN:_ SITE
iG " 1_*ggO C ^LTITIj)E AN) TmE REOJI_E3 _ISSIBN I_CLINATIg_*
17 o 17,_33 C _,A _ELT* VTLgCITY 3_ECTIgN fACTOR ANICH ALL_S THE
I _ - 1_._03 C :JRVr tiT EQJATIg_S IB T_NSLATE TWRBU_H TWE DEFINED
_____L2_Z__ 17,?03C ..... Lr_qES 0 c A_ ANALYZE)__INT _ESIGN,
Pq - _3._33 C TH E E%,JATI_NS ARE E_#I_ICAL _ELATISNSHImS 3E_IVE) FRSM
21 _I*_30 C P_=i_FT_I_ ASCenT T_AJECTG_Y SHAMING STJ_IES_AN3 ARE
2 ? - _>.333 C I_,TENbE3 T9 _F JSE3 rg_ IDEAL STA3ING VELOCITIES IN THE
P_ - P_.n33 C _*_qZ 9_ _,03m. T5 12,300. FT/SEC.
P_ - )_._30 l"nLIZIT OEAL(_'Z)
?'_ " PS.n30 C
p7 - _7,e33 C
!_ - q_._33 ....
37 * 1_*_30
_ * _3.q33 C
_ _._33 C
_ - 4_.333 C
=7 - _7.333 C
53 " 55.330 C
51 51.n03 C
57 - 5_._30 C
h7 - 51.333
5_ - 5_.030










)rLTAV 9UTmUT C3M_gN _LSCK
CgM_9_/3Vr_/DVT,)VgN,3V_,DV_R,DVBRP, X2_X3
t_V_,TqTLSS,_VgYR,]VALT
T_ESJ_VE rite A_E PRZ)ICAT[3 @N LIHITIN3 VALUES 9F THE
T_JSf T_ _EI_T _ATIg_ AND ASCENT D_A3 CSEFrlCIE_T*
THE_E LIMITS A_E A5 C3LL@WS:
1._[Rqf £TASE THRJST T@ wEIBWT IS LESS THAN 1.60 @R
3_E_TER THAN I.IB*
_,SEC5%) STa3E THRJST T5 WEIGHT IS LESS THAN _.0 5q
3_EATER T_AN 3.73.







_LTITJ_E VELOCITY L9S$ CALCULATI@NS
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_2.330 ....... IF[q,_q+O,3) .DVALTaD.3
5_.300 C 'ltS_I?_ I'._ILI_ATI_ VELOCITY L_$S CALCJLAT|O_S

























_,_OO C _qCE_T VELqCITY L_Eq U_
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7. FIXED HARDWARE MODULE
This optional performance module determines the payload capability for a
given configuration and physical characteristics through the use of the rocket
equation (AV = glSP in (MASS FRACTION)). In this option, the configuration
weights and propellant loadings, as well as the ascent engine characteristics,
are input into ESPER. To complete the analysis, the configuration velocity losses
(AVcoNFIG = AVoR B + AVsRM + AVLosSES) are determined from an empirical relationship
derived from parametric-ascent trajectory shaping studies. These velocity losses
were curve fit for ease of interpolation when running ESPER. When the configura-
tion velocity correlation constaints needed for the interpolation routine (DVCORR
and DVCNST) are known, the velocity losses are calculated by ESPER. This option
gives the user an invaluable tool by which the user can measure the impact on
payload due to changes to a FIXED HARDWARE DESIGN. (For example, what is the
change to the deliverable payload due to a l-sec increase in orbiter ascent ISP.)
Generally, however, these velocity correlation constants (DVCORR and DVCNST) are
not known, but the staging velocity and the total losses are usually readily
available. A matching routine, based on a simplified newtonian iteration techni-
que, is provided in the FIXED HARDWARE OPTION that will internally modify the
existing velocity loss curve fits. This routine solves for the correct DVCORR and
DVCNST that will satisfy the total losses and staging velocity constraints. Since
DVCORR and DVCNST are required input parameters, this solution serves a dual pur-
pose for the user, it not only allows ESPER to compute the velocity losses, but
it also opens the door to the other options offerred by ESPER.
Figure 7-1 is a flow diagram of the Fixed Hardware option followed by a detail
listing of the program.
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1. SRM& ORBITER GLOW
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C_PY P_J_ T_ Lo(<pNC)





1_ - 17,_30 C
11 - 11,_33





T_Tq =qgS_AM DETEqHI4ZS THE °AYLBA3 CAmAgILITY _SR A
3 ! YEN C?_E I _JR A T I "_ lA _ _ _ _ I C_ L C_ARAC_T.E_I SZIC$
T_R_J';_ T_E JqE 9: TwZ RgE<ET E_UATIBN.IN THiS 9=TION
T_E :_I3JRAT|_ WEI3NTS &ND PR_mELL&NT LgA3IN3S_S
_ELL _ T_E A_CE_T EN31NE CH_RACTERISTICS_ARE I_mUT
I_T9 Eq=E_.T9 Cg_LETE THE AMALYSIS_THE CONFIGJRATIBN
VELg_ITY LgSS_S k_E DZTERMINED rRg_ AN EHPlRICAL
l_.n39 C STJ_IES.
|_.gg_ C mE_E_MaNCE C_HS_ 9L)CK
w3 - wD,333 C
wl " w1,nOD C
_7 - W7,033
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71 o 71._D_ C
7_ ° 7_.303 C
7q - 7t.730 C
7_ - 7_._9
7_ - 75.000
7_ = 7_.330 C
77 " 77,300
7_ " 7_._30
7 _ - 7_._9 o
_I ° _1._30 1
_ - o_.00 o
_,n.I,3_Y_T,_ESI3T,JND_,_EEDTR,_RSJRT_FBIAS_INE_T
fi,G_S_,TLkM_T_P_EXTL_EXT3#BLKH3_EXTH_eEXTH_SI_PTK
_rLT_V 9_T_UT C_H_N 3LBCK
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12 _ ° 1_?._30
131 " I_1.333










13_ lr(N,EQ.LL_} 39 _TI PO_
C
C DELTAV C_ELATI_ C_ZRFICIENT _ATCHIN_
C
]r(_ITC_.E3.3oO] 3_ T_ EO0






141.D30 ...... 3? T_ I_3 .....
1_.333 133 q=TI_'_=TL_S_/TgTLSS
1,,3._30 Ir(_._q.l.3) _ATI_M=T_TLSS/T6SSR
1_5.330 ]F{AgS(T#TLSS-TLS_R)*6T_,I} 3_ T8 150
I_ - 1_?.033 qAT_(P),_ATM(1)
151 " 151"_0 T=T+_*3
157 - 137.333 3'J rq 1
__L53__'____l_3.333 ....15D DVg_zSTA3V
1_ 15_._30 3[rr_v=_v:_R-_VB_ =
1_ - 1_._33 Ir(_lrr_v._E,_,O) GO T_ 170
t57 " 1_7.030 3_ T9 lnO
lhR - 15_.033 173 DVC_ST=3VC_ST$DI¢;_V
19 _ " 1_.333 193 _,1,0
1_1 " t_l.O00 233 _q_TI_UE
16P " 15_*330 RETJ_
16_ = 1_3.030 E_3
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The Fixed Hardware Sensitivities Module was developed for the specific pur-
pose of automating the task of assessing vehicle sensitivities. Theoretically,
any sensitivity evaluation can be made by simply making two back-to-back runs
through ESPER with the individual sensitivity element adjusted by the desired
increment for the second case, and simply subtracting the resulting payloads and/or
gross liftoff weights, and dividing by this increment.
Since this option is a part of ESPER, it utilizes the same ascent performance
logic and ascent velocity equations. Thus, any output case from ESPER can take
advantage of this option. The basic equations within this part of ESPER, however,
are modified to contain discrete sensitivity increments (i.e., delta booster inert
weight, delta Orbiter inert weight, delta booster ISP, etc.).
The first input case is treated as a fixed hardware configuration and
initializes and varies the basic configuration performance capability. The various
sensitivity increments are applied one by one, and each sensitivity is calculated
separately against the initial case. To save the user the time and money involved
in inputting, these sensitivity increments have been fixed in the program. Since
this option can be run with any ESPER option, the user need only set SENS equal
to 1.0.
Figure 8-1 is a flow diagram of the Sensitivities Module followed by a detail
listing of the program.
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1, SRM& ORBITER GLOW
2. SRM& ORBITER DV'S
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3 - 3°333 C SENSITIVITY SJBRgUTINE
5 ° 5._33 $ttn_gJTI'l_ F_E_
7 ",, ..b2DO_C ..... AUT_HArI_3 TWE TAS<_3___ASSE.S.SJ3__Y_E/_IELE-S_UIgS.
" R._30 C T_E_ETICALLY_ANY SENSITIVITY EVALJATIgN CAN BE _AOE
3 " _.733 C _Y 5I'_PLv _A<IN3 TWO _AC<-Tg=SACK RUNS THRSU_H ESPER WITH
1_ - 13.9_3 C T_E I';_TVI3U_L SENSITIVITY ELEHENT M3JJSTE_ _Y T_E DESIRED
1! " 11.ggO C I'_)Z_E'JT r_ T_E SECg_D EaSE,_ND SIMPLY SJETRACTINQ THE
......I!?__ iI._3 C
I_ " _.939 C
15 " 15.333
1_ - 1_,093
17 " 17.333 C
1_ " I_._33 C
17 " _I_1200 _ .....
_9 - _3.990
Pl " _I,g39
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7_ - 7_._30 C
75 - 75._00
























q_ " _'993 .... 3=LVT'3. ....
_ " _._3 3_LJ3_'_°
1_9 " 193.g03 PFL.JJT=3*
1_I - 131.333 _ELJ3_=3,
I? _ " 19P.793 _LT_I_=3 .....
1_ " 133._33 3LT_I_=_*
1,_ - 13_.303 XYZ=O, ............
135 " 135o_90 l =AYL=139_°
107 " 137.3_0 =AY(_)o3.3
ln_ - 13_._90 O&V(_)m=&YL ._
11_ - 111.930 rLmA_mTH4_L*NnE_3_/IS=9S
11_ " 11q.330 _T_=RLg*_*(I_mBq+DLTBI5)
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" I_3._33 ........ JTH_9.TgV*(l.*3ELTHg/t33.)+gLTATB
1_t,933 I¢(WgFWSg. NE,_,3) CTW]VuJT4qg*cgs(_CANTY/57,_gSR)
- 11_.q33 CT_q_'_T49V'rq3(_g&_T_/57.295_) _(IS_eBS/ISP_V)












































Ir(Xv/.E_.1.1 G) T9 99_




_UB_JTINE 5EK_SIV (pAYLX, P_YL, DVTX,DVMW,DV_3,L&4]X
1,_ELCB_,DELBWT,)ELBI$,)ELBIS_3ELTH$_DELTH_'XYZ ........
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_ ° _qonDD #_1TE(_9_o_11) 3ELF_T,DELpAY,SN_WTm
_57 - _6P._OO a:_ITE(I94_I]) 3ELBWT,DE_PAY,SN_WT_
PSw - _W._30 a_ITE(IOR,5_I) S_'T&
mS _ " _*_O0 Ir(3EL_IS.LT.O.O) $9 T9 13
m_n - _9._00 S_gIS_.nEL=AYI_EL_IS
_1 _GI.0OO _|TE(1D_,W]2) 3ELBIS,DELPAY,SNBIS m
_% - _4_.33D _4ITE(IDR,WI2) DELBIS,DE_PkY_S4BIS4
?A_ - _S&,_O0 5_:_I_'(9J_15_+5_IS_)/2 •
_7 - P_7.030 a_IrZ(l_,5OO) S4_lSk
_A_ - _m._OO DELSIS,3,
P_ - _._3 DELhi _m_, .......
_7l - _71.m00 lk IF(3E_IS.E_.?.O) $9 T9 39
_7> - _7_._00 Ir(DEL_IS.LT.O.O) G3 TS 15
_7_ - _7_._30 S_I_IS_'DEL_AYIDELgIS
P7_ - _7_.930 WPlTE(lOa,_13) 3ELBIS,DELPkY_SNBIS °
_7_ - _Z_,_nO ..... _ELglS--3 .......
_7_ - ;7_.D?O























_1 Irt_LTglq.E_.O.3) G9 T9 16
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17_ - _3t.330 WqITE(IO_,_36t 3LT@ISoDELPAY_ST@ISN
_7 - q_7.333 _LTgIS=O.
qO _ - _3_.333 3" T_ _
_13 - _13._33 I_ Ir(_ELT_@oEDoO,O) 3@ T@ 18
111 _II._33 I_(_ELTWF.LT.O.O} _@ T@ 17
_11 - _1_.030 _|T[(13_,_l_) _ELTH@,DELP_Y_SNTHB_
_I_ - _1_-_0 17 S_'T_N=DEL=AY/DELTM3
117 - _17,303 W_ITE(13_,_I_) _ELTHB,DELPAY,SNTHBN
_1 _ - _17._33 W_ITE{13_500} SNT_BA
1p3 - _?_.930 SNT_P'gEL=_Y/gELTH@
325 " 7_5.030 _ITE(1D@e_15) _ELTH@_DELPAY_SNTH@ m
1_7 - 1_7._33 _FLT_q--3.
_2 _ " I_.003 50 T_ _
_ I_1.030 S_T4_&w(SNTH@P+SNTH@N)/_.
_1_ - q??.330 _ITE(13m_503) SNTH@A









IFI3E_PRg,EQ.C.-Q} 5@ T9 _?







...... 3 _ T_._
IF(_ELP_,_T,3.0) _B T_ 23
W_ITE(l_Ie_17) )ELm_B_DELPAY_S4mRB m
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qAq " q_5-f13_ _P]TE{19_,41F) _ELLAM_ELPAY_S4LAHm
q_ " _=,933 #_|TE(1_,_]R) )ELLAH,DELPAY$SNLAHN
q7 _ " _7_,_3_ _rLLA_._.
_7_ - _Z_._330 __rL_,s,,_l .......
_7_ " _7_,399 lr(_E_qq°.T,_*O) G9 Tq 27
_"7 " _7._30 3 _ T9 _
_31 &31.?gO _ q_:°_l_m_EL=AV/3Oegl
_77 - _37._3_ 3 n T_ _
a]_ - _13._33 S'4o_°-OEL_AYI_PRgl
_11 " ',11._33 WPI/E(13_,w21) )oRBI_)EL_AY_S_m3P
_1 _ " _I?,333 3P_I,-lO,
_11 - _1_.333 3n T9 W_
_17 - _17,333 _ITE(t_,503) SN=_A
_I _ - _1_.739 3ELVT,130,
_P_ " _P_*333 3LVTW-3VT-gVTX
_?_ " _q.333 I_(3Z_VT,LT,3,0) 39 T9 33
_ - _.300 _JVTO-DEL_^Y/_LVTX
_P_ - _._O _r_ITEtI_,_PP} )LVTX_DEL_AY,S_VTa
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_P_ - _i._ 33 SNvT4-_ELPAY_LYTX
_pm - _m,330 @r_IT_(19q,_22) _LVTX_ELP/YoSNVTN
_m - _-_0 SNVTk-(SNVTP+_NVTN)/2. _
_ql _1._39 _ITE(I_,50_) 5NVTA
_! " _q_._3O 3FL_?_'I_ •
_36 - _3_,_30 3LV_m_Vn3-3VMX
_7 " _37.90_ )EL_kY'-gFLP _
_ " _.330 #_ITE!l_R_23.)_}__Y_,_ELPAY_S_Pq3 p
_1 " _1.333 3EL=_3-'1?30 •
_7 - _7.3_0 3EL_ "_'
_51 - _51,n3 n 9ELJ3g-.91.SJ_LE
_53 " ,5_.390 35 lc(3ELgSg. EG;n_O) 3_ T9 37
_5_ " _5_.999 SNJ39--3E_J_9
_7 - 457._30 3ELJS?.._I_SJngRY
_5_ - _5_.g39 _7 I_{3ELJ3ToES.m.O)-G_ T9 3P
_9 " _69.900 SHLI_T=-gELJGT
_61 _41.999 4qITE(l_._51) 3EL_GT_SNJGT
_q - _6_.?_0 3ELJ3_'.g$_LJ _
_._5 " _,6_*"Y30-- 3-_-3FL_aYm'r)ELU3n'SNB_TN
_7_ " _73.939
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_l_ - _1_,333 --
_1 _ - _15.333
_1_ " _1_.333
q17 " ¢17.303
_1 a - _i_._33
_9_ - _35_.___0___._,_L_,,r13.1_? L_e,__.I.._J__._L.5]LB ' }
q_ " _._30 _ _:',_1_.1, _ _',F13.1_ _ LB/SEC')
q33 " _3.333 _I_ rq_AT(1X,;_STE_ T_UST_,5_,KIO*2$
E* _ ',r11.1_ t LB_,KI_.I, _ L_/X _)
_16 rgo_at(tx_*O_ITE_ pR_mELLa4T*_I_,¢IO.2_
_ L_,,r1_.1, _ L_'*r13.5,' L_I_ _)
_17 rq_aT(1X,*_5_ST_ Pq_=E_LANT_,IX,rIO,_
_lg rq_HkT(1X_q_qT_ LA_Dk_,5XerlO.2,
q_l ¢_TilX,_gTE_ P_go+[NE _t _T*_r8"2 _
_, _ *,r13.1, _ i_,rL3.t,_ LgtX _)
4_2 r_q_T(IX,*T_TAL _ELT_ V;,_xeF10.2_
_ ro_*,r12.1,, L_',FI3.t_' LB/rms _)
_3 r_H_TClX,,_TTE_ _a_uEv 3ELTa V_FT._
52_ - _=_.030 _7 r_T(TX,'- _ELT_ I_ _ (SE3)_,17X_r7*3* _x_r7.0/)
_2_ " _%*_03 _-rs_AT(TX,_÷ nELTA V T_TAL (rPs)**13X,r7.0_13X,
5?7 " 5=7.333 _ .... _/)
_2_ " _*_90 _o .... _/)
- S3_ - 9_3.333 _1 rP_*T(_x,'DELT_ 3LO_/_E_T_ _AYL_A3 (LBILB)_,13XmF6"11)
_I _I.333 _2 c_=_T(SV, OD[LT_ 4_-=_/PELT_ PAYLO_D_,I_X_r6*_/)
_= -' _3>;530 q3* ILr_4_AT(_x,'O_LT_ 4-_3-_n_Y--T-/_ELT / PAYLSA_,13X,F6.3/)
h_ " _'t_.g30 _' q_C',r1_.l_ _ L_',F13.1, _ L_/SEC')
$3_ - _S._O0 4_6 rq_MaT(1x,,_nITE_ IS:(CSNST FLBW)_,F6.2a
_ - _3_.330 &_ S_:',cI_*I, ' _',rl _*1'_ L s/SECt}
_37 - _7.903 _53 _iT(1X,__IT____9_IT_/___ER .',2X_
_3 = " _q._--33--_ _- 1"*_3X,_ _F13"1_ _ L_er13o1 e_ L_/_')
57_ - _t_.330 _1 r_aT(1Xe°HS"TAN< G_TH/JNCE _o°e_xe
S_ " _3.033 _'- I.',3X,'X ',r13o1,' L_°_r13o1_ _ LB/_)
5_I " _1.330 452 :O_4T(IXe°B_PST[_ _RDt_TH/JNCERoea2X e
_ " _.333 K*" 1.'_3X,°X '_rI_.I,' LB_,r13oI_ _ LB/t _)
5_ " 5_.330 531 ¢_T(49x,_AV3*_¢lO,5)
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The output module contains two basic options, either a simplified printout
or a detailed printout.
The simplified weight statement supplies the user with total vehicle weights
and performance parameters, such as, TW's, GLOW's and AV's.
The detailed weight statement exists in the form of the NASA Phase B functional
weight grouping. This coding gives a direct line-by-line comparison of ESPER's data
with the weight status report of the mainline Shuttle program.
Combinations of these two mainline options are numerous. For example, if the
user is running a fixed SRM and wishes to see details on the Orbiter, or if the
user is running a fixed Orbiter and wishes to see details on the SRM, etc.).
Figure 9-1 is a flow diagram of the Output Module followed by a detailed listing of
the program.
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C_PY '_P_J_ T9 LP(<,_C)
q " _._33 C _:JT_UT 5UB_OJTINE
- 5._93 C T_E D;IHA_y =_I_P_SE _c THIS mR_SQAM IS T_ FORMAT THE
7 " 7__333_C___ ES°Z_ 9JTPJI.TwZ 3ASI: 9JT=UT I S_E._I3__$3.__mLIFIFD BR
- m._SD C _ETAI_E_ ,_EI3_T STATEmENT.THE SIMPLIFIED _EISHT STATEMENT
" _.g3g C _)==LIEq T_E UqEq _'IT4 T_TAL VEHICLE _EI3HTS A_3
lq = ]g,_Og C mE_^NCE _A_AMTTEqS,SJCH AS,TW,3L_W AND DELTA V.
11 11._n C TqE _ETAILED _EIS_T STATEMENT EXISTS i_ THE r_M _r THE
I _ - I_._?, _ _AqA _Aq E F_ F'J_CTI_N_L aFIGHT _R_JPINS.
1 _ "1_._ _ I_P%ICIT RE_ (A-Z) .....
I_ " 1_.739 C =Eqrg_MA_CE S-_9_ gL3CK
l_ " 1_.339 C
1_ - l_.n_ I_gCANT_,NqEN_n,N_ENGg_TH_SL_/H_L_TH_V_T_V_FL_#_
I _ - 1_._9 ..... D_Tr_T'_FI_H_
_ " _W.?O3 7_91NJ*T,qL_T,_SLg_gW*TgTAL_S_P,HATCH_TLS_R_RP
P_ " _,330 9_Lg_3_,T_*9,T?_,SENS_GR_W_HINSLW


















5_ - _m. ODO
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7_ - 73.930 C
71 71.730
7q - 73._00 C
7_ " 7_.930 C




"_ " _'3_ .......
R_ - R5.933





I r '_I'3L_ .ST.e.O





...... I _(_T''_T.D'3) 3_ TO
87 - _7.900 a_ITE(I_153)
_ - Rm.930 3_ T_
_1 - _I.300 aPITE(Ige_115)
9_ - _,_00 3q T9 P_





























11_ - 11_.330 aOITE(10R,350) Lk_?
llm - 11m._00 W_ITE(13R,3731 IS_OV_ISP_BV, ISa_
114 - ItW._3O W_ITEI13_,3_3) TH_TC_THBSLT
11_ - 115.900 ,_ITE(19R_413) _T
11_ " 11_.300 WOITE(I_,_23)
117 - 117.3b0 W_ITE(lO.,433)-gCaNTY_SCkNTP
11 e " 11_.300 _PITE(19_463} 9LLPL5
11_ - 119.000 doItEtlO_W4O) =Lg_DJ
I_ " 123.000 _ITE(I_,473) ag_Om
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179 - 1_.330 AQITE(19=nW83
1P_ - 1_=.030 _UITE(l_p533


















IW% " I_I_33 ...... V_ITE(IDq,7_3) DV_R
Iw_ - I_?°033 _=;ITE(13_,753) )Vg_C
Iwq " 1_w.nOO RO3 r_RMAT(/_w_OEXT TA_K =ARAMETERS _)
I_ - lq_.nO0 W7_ _qRHAT(&X_A_R a_gP _EI3HT',2X_F12.2)
1_A " _4&o_O0 763 r4q_T(&X, OEXT. TkNK RESID._,2XeF12*2)
IW_,?O9 11% r'_Q_AT(P_×eoBqqSTER - SBLI3 RSC<ET M_TgR')
153.339 _2n rOV_¢Tt6_(C_IT ANGLE''_FW.I,') _)
151.q30 I_ cqo_kT(?_x,trIXE9 _nBITER_)
_.030 1_ r'_R_kT(_7XeorTYE3 WT. _RBITER_)
I_._33 13_ r'_q_(P_,°_IS_D'_12x,¢7"1_?X*°SC_ °_2x'rT't}
15q;_OO--P3_ cn_At(/l_x,',**,;***** *ARNI_3 LO_K AT DVBRm
I_._93 _ ¢_TI6x,,PaYLSA3O,llW_r12._)
1_7.333 1_n rnRM*TIPSx,_rIXE3 qkR),A_E (kSmER)_)
I_.n33 It_ rn=M_r(_X_HI41HJM 3 9W VE_ICLE _ )
_5_._OO _73 c'_;HiT(AX_IISP kV (orso1_','_rfi,1,t)',WX'F6'_)
I_3._33--_3--=_T(6X,°SEa LEVEL T_RJST_,2X_F12_2)




1_7 - _7.n_g 113 c_T
















P99 rqQM_T p_,Ig_41TER T99 LARGE')
Plq rqQMkT(Plxe_rn_ TqE mARAMETERS SELECTE) _)
?WD--¢_MkT(/[TX,'I_CLI_TIg_ 5r ORBITER'*r7 "_ )E 3REES°)
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3q3 r_AT(_XJ,SEA LEVEL T4RJSTtm2X_F12,2
_13 _4AT(_w, wBJP_ TIHEt,gX,F12o2)
_P3 P_aT(/_X, tSO_ITE_ =A_aMETE_S')
_3 r'_T(&X_EXT. TANK _T (D_Y)_rt2.2]




553 rq_HkT{_Xt_35T3 _A4S _SC P_B"ttF12,E)
623 rg_&T(_Y,'VAC:JJM TH_JST',SX=FI_eE, EX,;THRUST/EN3=
&arae3a2g_ t# EN_lt:beO)
_3_.390 _73 r_HAT[;x_'TI_tl .,,2X,r12.3)
_3_.933 733 rn=_*T(_X,'_E_L STAGI_3 VELO01TY_,6X, F12.2






=37.330 7P_ r_q_AT(_X, ITTi= ¢EL53ITy(_,rb,b_ FPR)_lX_F12*2)
7k3 r_T(;X,_fi_nlTE= VELSCITY(CALC)_SX_rlE,E)
75_ r_il(_x,*o_nITE_ VELCITY(ACT)_6bF12.E)
_9_ rqq_iT(_X_(:,_8_ BJL<HEA_) _)
503 rn_&T(_X_e(SEPA_iTE _UL(HEA0);)






>1 = - Olp.3O 9
Pl" " 7_.n33_
>17 - _17.3_3 _ITE
71_ - 71_°_03 iWUITE
Pl _ " :1=.3_3 _ITE
_n - 7?3.330 4_ITE
>>I - o_i.n_3 wwIT_
_PP - °P7,333 _TTE
PP_ " _Bt.303 4_|TE
_P5 _P5.?g3 W_IT[
P?¢ - _?_.n33 A_ITE
_31 _31.n33 _ITE
_q3 " P_q._33 _ITE

























P_ " P35.?03 C 3£TAILE3 S_H WEI_4T STATEMENT
235 " 23_.003 C
_37 - P37.D03 1030 rnRM_T(_l_IBX_SLI3 _SCKET MBT_R (SR_) WEIOHT SOMMARYI
P0_ - 7!9.330 ?,nIAMETF_=,_rs.0)
PW3 " P49.730 1313 r'_RM_T(/_,'BASI_ SRM WEI3HTI_16X_;(_#Fg.0,_) ;) ..........
_I " _1.303 1370 r_Q_T(gX,,CA_E WEI_HT_I9X,¢9,0
Pw? - _4P.O00 I/,9X,'JglNT _EI3WT_IBx,rgoo, ..........
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_33 I/,_,'Jq_._LE PRg_ _EI_T_,ISX_9.0)
_0 1100 rn_H_T(6X_'TgT_L 3RgS5 WEISHTt_I_X,'(',Fg,O_,)')
_33 1_0 r"=MXT(AX,#TgT_L N5 9F SR_S ,_*F2,D)
_30 C








30 I_(rlXg_R.ST._.O._M_.LgNSPoGT.D.O) GB T9 999g .................
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gI_.330_FP_AT(_ _l!j2_Xn±_RBITZR WEIghT _UMMARY_
_=3.D30 i'(',:_._,_) _ )
q_.g30 I/,?X_ Tgq_JE _X E×P_5_2Xt:9.0#
_2 _ " _._3D _I_Y,
117 - II7.333
q_ " 3_?,30D___ 71'_,
151 " 151,n30 _l,_x,
15& " t_6.303 &/,_Y_
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171,_93 _/,_X,'_J_¢ACE P&NELg_'5X'F q*O'
_5, 3_--- -3/,_,'_JLST_*_ _x'rg°O'
_q,739 6/,_Y,'£_FIC£ CSNT_SLS',17_,r9,D)
_,930 _130
q#7 - qa7,g03 p/,_V,




















Wl q - _I3.330
w11 - Wl1._93
w1 _ - _1_.333
_,I_ - _I_,733
_I _ - _I_.300
w?p - w_?,330
w24 - _?_.330
_1_3 _q_Tl_X,_P_n°JL3IO_ _I_ _[AfHt,_Xm_l_'_9.0mt) _ )
_153 rn_T(_,'PRnmJLSI_N _UXILIIRY'_25X_
i,{,,_o,3,,),)








9173 C_MAT(&X_'PWT_E =gW[W',3&X_I[ t,F9.0s_) I)
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W77.333 _1_0 cq_&T(WXpt_Y_AULICI_36Ks,(t,Fg.0pt)t )
_2 _ " _._39
_2_9 cg_T(_X_tGR_aTH/UNCEnTAI_TY_7X_I(I_Fg.O#_)_











?DO _3 I_(_I_PTK.3T,_,O. AWD.Eg_3P,GT.3.O) O_ T_ 9999
_30 C
_39 C ._ DET_ILE9 EXTE=MAE T__A_< w£_I3_T_E_{NT
_33 C
333 aPlTE(l_e_ODn)
030 IF(_L<_3.E_.I.) _5 T_ W5
_30 3_ T_ 50
330 _5 IP(EKT_,_T.EYTHH) G5 T_ 55
DOO _ITE(I_,3Olm
303 _3 Ir(_L<_.E3.3. 35 T5 65
_7R - _7q. OOO
_RI - _I.930
W_ - 4R_*030_ -
4_% - a_5,930
3 n T_ 73
_UTTE(ID_._OSn
I;(_TH_.'_T.EwTHH) 89 T9 75
aPITE(IDR,3C3P
3 _ T9 _3








_3_0 E_kT(_I_IB_E_TERM_L TAMK wEI3HT SuMMARyt)
_D|O cn_T(_Ox_ICmH_gN BJLKHE_D-LgX FAD')
_3_0 cDmMkT(2OY_SC=k_ATE BULKME_O-L_X FWOl)
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_3_-m00---13_0 cnR_T(wX,'CYLI4)_ICA. SECT. '_8,3a
_1_.739 _X, AVI_MTCS',11X_°I_,rS.0, _ '/
_l_._33 k_x, J_ILICAL =ANEL (,,FKo3#' )o,
_I_.033 _?x,'3Eg_IT SY_TE_*SX''I'_¢Bo3_ '
_17._30 _x,,TJ'_WEL',t_,_(_,r_.3, ' ).,
_I_.033 _Y,'_ISCELL_WF_JS'e_XetI_8.3_ ' '/
_3.330 _, ............................... 'l













_IRX , ,................................ o/
_3_._3 O .... _1_,,1_ T WEI3_Tt_7X,¢q.O//
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